Bullet Valve® Low Noise Option for Medical Applications

MAC Valves Series Low Noise BV

- Flow up to 600 Nl/min (0.6 Cv)
- 2-way, 2-way axial flow, 3-way universal versions available
- Direct operated valves. Solenoid isolated from contaminated air
- Lifting solenoid technology
- Balanced design, unaffected by pressure variations
- High flow in a compact package
- Short response times with very high repeatability
- Extremely long life
- Wiping effect eliminates sticking
- Unique mounting - No fastener or screw required
- Multiple cover and electrical connection options - LED available
- Innovative design with very few parts

RESULTS

Some applications are requiring a low noise level, especially medical devices dedicated to patient care.

We developed a demo box to compare the noise level of the MAC 35 series and the MAC Bullet Valve® with Low Noise option.

MAC 35 series • Ambient noise + 23.8 dB max

MAC BV 210 Low Noise • Ambient noise + 3.5 dB

CHECK OUT OUR COMPARISON VIDEO BETWEEN THE MAC 35 SERIES AND OUR INNOVATIVE LOW NOISE BULLET VALVE
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